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Superintendent’s Report
Week of 3/22/21 through 3/26/21

Dear Susquenita Families, Staff, and School Board;

● When will CPAVTS begin the transition to increased Face-to-Face Learning:

Tuesday, April 6, 2021:
· All SENIORS and/or Level 3 students will attend Face-to-Face

Learning Monday-Thursday.
·         Level 1 and 2 (non-senior) students will remain in the hybrid

schedule.
·         Fridays will continue to be remote, with a synchronous (live)

lesson to correspond to students’ assignments.

Monday, April 19, 2021:
· All CPAVTS students will attend Face-to-Face Monday-Thursday.
·         Fridays will continue to be remote, with a synchronous (live)

lesson to correspond to students’ assignments.

● Gathering Limitations Slated to Change Again Starting April 4th:

Revised mitigations restrictions announced 3/1/21 include a revised maximum occupancy limit for indoor events now allowing for 15% of
maximum occupancy regardless of venue size +  20% outside.

Stadium- 3,030 =  606
SHS Gym 1,400 =  210
SHS LGI- 224 =  34
SMS Gym-400 = 60
SHS Auditorium-722 =  108

Venues need to continue following mitigation measures including 6-foot social distancing, the wearing of masks or face coverings, and
implementation of best practices such as timed entry, multiple entry and exit points, multiple restrooms and hygiene stations.

Starting April 4, 2021 per Governor Wolf
● outdoor 50%
● indoor 25%

➢ Stadium- 3,030 =  1515
➢ SHS Gym 1,400 =  350
➢ SHS LGI- 224 =  56
➢ SMS Gym-400 = 100
➢ SHS Auditorium-722 =  181
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● PSSA and Keystone Exam Testing Dates Extended:
➢ Dates extended for PSSA and Keystone Exams as follows...

ELA PSSA: April 19 - May 28, 2021 (extended from the original end date of May 23rd).
Math/Science/Make-up PASA: March 8 - May 7, 2021 (extended from the original end date of April 30th).
Spring Keystone Exams: May 17 - June 25, 2021 (extended from the original end date of May 28th).

Special Note: Additional information regarding specific dates and times for testing here at Susquenita will be
communicated by our building principals. Those students currently in remote learning status are still required
to take the PSSAs and/or Keystone Exams. Accordingly, parents will need to provide transportation to and
from school for those students once dates and times are established. Information specific to opting out of
testing will also be communicated by the building principals.

Here is the elementary school testing schedule:

April 20-22 ELA 9-11am
April 27-29 Math 9-11am
May 4-5 Science 9-10:30am - fourth grade only

The remote learners will come in to test at the same time as the face-to-face learners. Since they have
never taken the PSSA, the elementary school decided it was best to do one test a day as we do in the
building.

Here is the middle school testing schedule:

Testing will begin each day at 8:00 AM
-        April 20, 21, 22 Face to Face grades 5-8 ELA Testing (1 test each day)
- April 27 Remote students grades 5-8 ELA Testing (All tests in one day 8- 1

Lunch provided) Pick up at 1:00
- April 29 Remote students grades 5-8 Math Testing (All tests in one day 8- 12

Lunch provided) Pick up at Noon
-        May 4 and 5 Face to Face grades 5-8 Math Testing (1 test each day)
- May 11 Both Face to Face 8th graders and Remote 8th graders

Science Tests (both tests in one day 8- 10:30   Remote pick up at 10:30
-        May 20 and 21 Algebra 1 Keystone Exams times to be determined

● Board Meeting Information:
➢ Budget Workshop scheduled for Tuesday, 3/30/21 at 6:00 PM
➢ Regular Board  Meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, 4/13/21 at 7:00 PM

● Prom and Graduation: Discussions are underway regarding both Prom and Graduation. Information specific to
both will be coming from the High School as soon as plans are finalized.
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● Susquenita School District Employment Opportunities.

Please see the District’s website for employment opportunities: https://www.susq.k12.pa.us/

▪ To access more detailed information, click on the EMPLOYMENT tab (top right).

▪ Click on the actual vacancy listing for details on any particular position.

We are facing a particular shortage of both paraprofessional and custodial staff.
The three custodial vacancies are second shift positions and come with a very competitive benefit
package. Starting salary recently increased.

● Inspirational Story: HAPPINESS IS ALWAYS WITH YOU

“HAPPINESS IS ALWAYS WITH YOU” STORY

A big dog saw a puppy chasing its tail and asked:

– Why are you chasing your tail that way?

– I have studied philosophy and solved the problem of the universe, which no other dog before me had ever
solved, – the puppy answered, – and I have found out that the best thing for a dog in life – is happiness, and that

my happiness is in my tail. That is why I am chasing it, and when I catch it – I will reach happiness.

– Son, – the dog said, – in my young days I was also interested in the questions of the universe. I also thought
that the happiness is in the tail and in the beginning I was also chasing it. But later I noticed that anywhere I go

and whatever I do, the tail was following behind me. And then I understood that I don’t need to chase it.

https://www.susq.k12.pa.us/

